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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to Conjunction Issue 70.
Some themes of psychological and
spiritual development highlighted in this
issue are the Threefold Personality and
Retrograde Learning Triangles. Sue Lewis
beautifully interlinks these two themes in her personal
and challenging article. John Grove explains the
individuation process and his own lifetime journey of
integration. Linda Tinsley demonstrates how a
Retrograde Learning Figure can expand mental
development. And Wanda Smit focusses on her Age
Point conjunct Mercury and what this shares with her
strongest Ego planet, the Moon. In Part 3 of the series
‘Astrology and Depth Psychology’ Wolfhard König
looks at the Saturn stage of infant development.
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Psychological tasks and psychosynthesis: a
life time journey?
by John Grove
7 The Threefold Personality, Retrograde
Learning Triangles, Growth, SelfIntegration, Psychosynthesis, and Eris
by Sue Lewis
12 My Large Learning Figure Helped In
Developing My Mental Faculties
by Linda Tinsley
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by Wanda Smit
16 Astrology and Depth Psychology, Part 3
by Wolfhard König

Trish Crawford’s review of Astrological Psychology:
The Huber Method edited by Barry Hopewell marks
the importance of this remarkable work
Following Wanda Smit’s review of Goddesses in
Everywoman in Conjunction 69, there is a review of
Goddesses in Older Women: Archetypes in Women
over Fifty. Here’s to being a “green and juicy crone”!

Reviews

Seasonal Greetings to you all.

17 Astrological Psychology: The Huber Mehod,
edited by Barry Hopewell. Review by Trish
Crawford
19 Goddesses in Older Women: Archetypes in
Women over Fifty, by Jean Shinoda Bolen
Review by Caroline Adlestone

Caroline
Please send your responses to anything in this
issue, and your letters, to me at.:

conjunction@astrologicalpsychology.org
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Up to date news and features have appeared on
the APA blog. In case you missed them, summaries
of significant items are provided in the following.

On the blog
The following posts have appeared on the APA
blog since Conjunction 69 was published in June
(the most recent posts appear first in each list).
Refer to the APA website for details.

Wanda Smit looks at the life and chart of
Samuel Beckett, Irish avant-garde novelist,
playwright, theatre director and poet. Becket
is widely regarded as among the most
influential writers of the 20th century, a key
figure in the Theatre of the Absurd.

Walking the Maze of Borge's
Consciousnesses
Wanda Smit imagines Jorge Luis Borges
taking us on a walk through the maze of his
consciousness. As a master of the
fantastical, his interpretation of his
consciousness might not always meet the
demands of reality.

Astrological psychology
related
APA coming up to the DC
Barry Hopewell considers the foundation
chart for APA, and the possible implications
as its Age Point comes up to the DC. How
might APA go forward?

Bookish Borges
Wanda Smit looks at the life and chart of
Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges.

Kim – Trump

Reviews

John Grove considers the then-forthcoming
talks between the North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un and Donald Trump, in the light of
Trump's charts.

No Better Book to Begin Huber
Astrological Psychology
Mark Douglas gives an in-depth review of
the third edition of Joyce Hopewell's The
Cosmic Egg Timer: Introducing Astrological
Psychology.

The NHS at 70
Joyce Hopewell looks at the chart for the
creation of the UK National Health Service.

Franz Kafka

Charts and Interpretation

Wanda Smit considers the chart of Franz
Ka f k a , fa m o u s f o r h i g h l i g h t i n g t h e
predicament of the isolated man in the face
of unaccountable and faceless bureaucracy.

James Joyce. Stream of Consciousness
Wanda Smit looks at the life and chart of
Irish writer and poet James Joyce, perhaps
most famous for his stream of consciousness
style of writing.

¤¤¤¤¤

The Armistice, 100 Years On
Around the 100th anniversary of the signing
of the armistice at the end of WW1, Joyce
Hopewell reflects on the chart for that event.
Conjunction No.70, December 2018

Samuel Becket. The Revelation of the
Absurd
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Through practical experience of psychosynthesis, dream analyst John
Grove writes about the individuation process guided by the Self.
Psychological tasks and
psychosynthesis: a life time
journey?
by John Grove
ONE OF THE FIRST
PRINCIPLES OF
Psychosynthesis is to
integrate the ego needs
of the personal ‘I’ in the
field of awareness. The
past as it has conditioned
me to the needs for safety
(Saturn), the needs for belonging (Moon)
and needs for self-esteem (Sun) is reflected
in Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs. My selfunderstanding and awareness in the
personal self or inner me. (See Assagioli egg
diagram) is based on the strongest ego
planet being recognised and worked
through.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

This strongest ego planet awareness is so
important to the first half of life. Aspects
to these ego planets, what parts they play in
aspect figures and our preference for one to
h e l p w i t h s u r v iva l , i n t e r- p e r s o n a l
relationships, or expression of good will, is
a necessary understanding in our quest for
integration. In retrospect the completion of
meeting the needs of my ego planets (which
is an on-going process) was accomplished
by using my one reliable and strongest ego
planet - Sun. I feel that I am able to bring
together all the other ego needs and meet
my need for self-realisation. If I can
approach Super-consciousness and attain
some awareness of inspiration related to the
guidance from the Divine will (Pluto
quincunx my Sun in Double Ambivalence
figure), there has to be some detachment of
these ego planets and their activity in my
life. A mental attitude of non-striving can
prepare one for a peak experience of union
with all that there is.
Maslow refers a peak experience as fleeting;
and first one must master ones Ego needs. I
have had experiences of Superconsciousness directing my life through precognitive and teleological dreams and that is
really awe-inspiring. At 69 years of age, the

Assagioli’s Egg Diagram
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introversion phase is active in my life and
the Age Point is at the low point of the 12th
house.

This can lead to a peak experience of its own
kind and can be a wonderful time of success.
However, the individualisation process matures
in the personality by the time the Age Point
reaches the low point of the eighth house if,
and only if, psychosynthesis occurs. One can
discern if psychosynthesis has occurred by the
individual using reality testing to question his/
her distortions of the Ego, by occupational
work and by adaptive social functioning. The
individual is challenged further to lessen the
influence of sub-personalities through a
process of dis-identification. At that time, if

In Bruno Huber’s Life Clock he proposed that
Age Point progression takes 72 years to
complete the cycle around the horoscope.
Ego integration as a process continues through
the life cycle but has a different focus from
ages 1-46. During this time the one Ego planet
that is the strongest is waxing in influence in
the personality. This is a time of increasing
self-esteem and self-actualisation which
Abraham Maslow considers to be basic needs.
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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the individual has not understood the limits of
Ego inflation, he/she may have a mid-life crisis
which can be a trigger for a rebirth or
depressive experience. It is at this juncture
paradoxically that the individual’s awareness of
his/her Ego’s ascendency and dominance
begins to wane; one has half of one’s life
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behind him and is actually in the process of
‘dying’ while alive. The body begins the
process of physical decline and the individual
is yearning to be more whole and well-rounded
as his/her specialised mental functions no
longer give him/her the same satisfaction in
dealing with the outer/inner world.
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Thus, from age 46 on, the individuation
process can be fulfilled as the importance
of inner work, dream interpretation,
reflection and introspection come to the
f o r e. T h e i n d iv i d u a l c a n d e ve l o p
complementary aspects of his personality;
and helpful sub-personalities may emerge or
be re-energised as one searches for balance
and wholeness in his/her psyche.

personality (I had no planets in water signs
in my astrological chart). As a thinking type
my emotional side had been the least
developed psychic function in my
personality and I needed to balance out
thinking with relationship feeling functions.
That was the goal of individuation in my
case: to bring about balance, wholeness,
equity in relationships, justice, harmony and
love into my pragmatic thinking nature.

Psychosynthesis involves grounding images
that intend to drive one to meet real needs
rather than wants. If a dream (or any
psychic image) does not become grounded
through a process of writing it down and to
be preferred - drawing it, maturation does
not become manifest in the process of
individuation. It is a gift to realise that there
may be an invisible hand guiding one as a
dream evolves over time. For example, in
my young adulthood, I had water dreams in
which I was fearful of violent waves or tidal
waves with their full destructive fury; I
dreamed of water seeping through my
house and breaking up the plaster walls; I
had dreams of water crashing into coastal
villages; and finally I was overcome by a
wave that broke over my head as I tumbled
under water thinking I was a “goner”. But
then a transformation occurred at mid-life:
I could breathe underwater. It is as if the
Self was guiding me to transform my
opinion of water to a substance that I could
survive in. In subsequent dreams I had
changed my relationship with that element
and was guided to ride on the water in a
boat, change ice into water as if by magical
touch, to scuba dive under water to find
treasures underneath. What force was
changing my relationship to water? It was
certainly the Self, the centre and originator
of psychic wholeness or individuation (that
empty centre in the middle of the
horoscope). In real life, after the symbol of
water became benign, my fears of the
unknown vanished and I was able to feel
more confident moving out and about in
the outer world using different faculties of
my personality. A transformation had
occurred with the contents of water, as
symbolised by the feeling function in my
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When the Age Point was at the low point
of the 11 house, I can say that disidentification with the thinking, problemsolving and independence of the Sun came
to the fore in my life. At age 64, I began
doing solitary yoga more frequently, up to 5
times a week. “The parabola of the
projectile” of psychic energy and libido
started its decline in me but the process led
to possible self-realisation. This is the goal
of the 4 th quadrant in Age Point
progression; as one becomes his/her own
authority at about age 55, which Huber
considers the Peak of Fulfilment,
movement towards illumination may begin
and end with the low point of the 12th
house with possible spiritual fulfilment.
(Life Clock)
As already stated, my Sun is the strongest
ego planet and I can be adept at analysis.
For years I have been aware and using my
Sun as the focal point in my Double
Ambivalence figure with quincunx, and
have appropriated the red aspects in the
Cardinal zone of the 2nd house with
efficiency. So from that awareness, I have
been challenged to pierce through illusions,
conceits, and delusions. Moon in the 4th
house opposite a 10th house Neptune
(square Jupiter, the apex in an Achievement
Triangle) has distorted my emotional need
for belonging with an exag gerated
relationship fantasy. And that is where my
shadow/ anima comes in. It can still be a
challenge to confront these unconscious
archetypes. I have dealt with changing ego
identities and at age 69 I can say that my
ego identity will change in future after my
second psychological birth at age 72. Still, I
have to work on transcending distortions of
Page ! 6

reality in relationships but I usually can
reflect and drop the damaging ones. My
need for safety and security in my body
(Saturn) has been directed for 18 years by
Good Will to exercise five times a week in
Kriya yoga plus doing 20 minutes of
meditation afterwards. These practices have
been more refined since I have taken the
advanced Astrological Psychology and
Psychosynthesis courses, to be sure. To the
purpose that I can only prepare myself for
being receptive to illumination without
being attached to that end, I can only stand
in awe.

emphasising the essential, intellectual
arrogance, coldness, lack of attention to
detail, Longing for fame, beauty, material
goods and possessions, Absorption in
delusions”. This is what the process of
psychosynthesis makes one want to change
in oneself.
On a higher level it is “a search for and love
of truth, manifested by silence, delaying
action, cultivating peace, striving for the
correct use of energy to plan, seeking
ordered har monious activity and
collaboration with the whole world, trying
to do the right thing, showing honesty,
integrity, magnanimity, developing good
will. Cultivating stillness. And restraining
the urge to act.”

I think the integration of my ego planets is
an on-going process and I will continue to
work on it my whole life. That is because
my multiple sub-personalities come into
play and can distor t any working
relationship I have with my ego planets, if I
let them. I am learning to use Zen koans to
frame my experience of a reality more and
more; am less driven by achievement of
goals but rather being in the present
moment. I have a long way to go. My
conditioning in my family has made me
proliferate goals to the point where I feel
lost without them. It is harder to let go of
the preferred style of working with the ego
planets in the world and this detachment
requires a continuing de-conditioning
process.

(Astrology and the Seven Rays, by Bruno and
Louise Huber, page 121.)
So now I am in the low point of the 12th
house, a little depressed because of the
blocking of my outer world to the efforts
of my red chart inclinations. I submit this
humble yet reflective example of how I
have worked on the integration of the ego
planets. I nurture continuing awareness that
detachment is necessary first before I can
even attempt the inspiration that may come
from super-consciousness. I am really
connected to my dreams now and try not to
follow my wants as much as my needs. My
strongest ego planet, the Sun, is still called
upon to defend against deterioration and to
be a reality-testing energy so that I can still
survive intact. It directs me in the
preservation skills I need to live in old age
(my Sun in the Cardinal zone of the Second
House). It is still fun and wonderful to live
at this stage of life as there are new
discoveries all the time.

In the realm of evolution of my person, the
first task is to recognise my soul. It is tricky
and hard to discern but I have a preliminary
understanding. One of the foci of my
current course in psychosynthesis is to
identify my purpose that comes from my
soul. I have been able to discover that I
have a 3rd ray soul called Active intelligence.
This is a double- edged sword in that I have
lower manifestations and higher ones as
depicted below:

Reference: Psychosynthesis: The Elements and
Beyond by Will Parfitt

I would say on a lower level it is using
intelligence to get on in the world, “using
smarts to wheel and deal to make the most
of yourself. Being conceited, prone to
illusions, intensive material and mental
activity, cautious approach, clear intellect,
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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APA tutor Sue Lewis writes of her personal life experience reflected
through chart interpretation.

The Threefold Personality,
Retrograde
Learning
Triangles, Growth, SelfIntegration, Psychosynthesis,
and Eris
by Sue Lewis
The first of two
themes highlighted
for this issue of
Conjunction is the
threefold personality
of:
i.Body, practical management,
memor y and stoical thought
represented by Saturn;
ii.Productive intellect, enterprising
mind and aspiring spirit expressed
through Sun; and

Sue Lewis, b. 16 July 1949, 19.45 BST, London

Moon 7°54 Aries H3 in a Large
Retrograde Learning Triangle with
Saturn 3°52 Virgo H8 and Uranus on DC
at 2°10 Cancer

iii.Feelings, emotional intelligence
and soul characterised by Moon.
The second theme is the retrograde
learning triangle, fittingly described as “a
slow but sure path to growth”. In my chart
these themes are interlinked because two
of three ego planets for ming the
personality—Moon and Saturn—are
connected by quincunx in a retrograde
large learning triangle with Uranus—the
c r e a t ive i n t e l l i g e n c e t h a t c a n b e
controversial, follows hunches, seeks
solutions and opens up new frontiers—and
these three planets work together through
crisis, heightened awareness and resolution.
The copy of my chart illustrating this
article includes two of the dwarf planets I
wrote about in Conjunction 65 (May 2016,
pp. 24-29): Ceres, the goddess of nature
forming a second retrograde large learning
triangle with Moon and Mercury, similarly
spanning across Aries, Cancer and Virgo,
houses 3, 7 and 8, and consolidating this
pathway of growth; Eris because the
Conjunction No.70, December 2018

Moon forms another Large Retrograde
Learning Triangle with Mercury 12°20
Cancer H7 and Ceres 11°30 Virgo in
stress zone of H8 behind cusp 9
Moon is exactly conjunct Eris 7°29 Aries
Sun 23°52 Cancer H7 opposition Jupiter
27°43 Capricorn stressed behind cusp 2
and semi- sextile Mars 25°37 Gemini LP
H6 form an Irritation Triangle
Sun square North Node 20°44 Aries
challen- ged by Nodal Axis from Libra
H9 to Aries H3
Sun has 2 red + 1 green aspect
Saturn has 1 green + 1 blue aspect Moon
has red, green and blue aspects
None of the ego planets is favourably
placed
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warrior goddess with a higher purpose is
exactly conjunct Moon.

had already studied traditional astrology and
knew it was so well aspected in whatever
system I used that it was the dispositor of
the chart. However, according to the Huber
method, it must be disqualified because it is
intercepted in the middle of the house, and
I was advised to work with the Sun. This
assessment can be logically argued, as Sun
marginally outstrips Saturn in house and
sign strengths and has one more aspect,
though I have never been convinced by
these arguments because Sun’s opposition
to stressed Jupiter and square to the Nodal
axis are debilitating, and its one-way semisextile to low-point Mars is indicative of a
restless, indrawn energy. Saturn, on the
other hand, makes a harmonious sextile
with Uranus that can survive through
practical management and intuitive flair as
the rest of the edifice crumbles, and the
one-way quincunx from Moon to Saturn
has a capacity for building deep
relationships founded on love, shared
memory, loyalty and goodwill. These three
planets, two ego and one transpersonal,
make up the retrograde large learning
triangle that has facilitated my path of
growing awareness towards self-integration.
Aspect pattern astrology—using the table
of orbs devised by the Hubers and
emphasising the three-stage learning
process—is a key innovation of the Huber
method that makes a lasting contribution to
working with the astrological chart as a
psychological map and guide through the
journey of life.

Students are introduced to Sun, Saturn and
Moon as aspects of mind, body and feelings
in the first chapter of Astrological Psychology:
The Huber Method (p. 18). Their levels of
development are explored in greater depth
in chapter 3 (pp. 103 and 120) and later
chapters focus is on their relative strengths
in house, sign, number and variety of
aspects, and position in the chart. In this
article, I am incorporating some additional
insights presented in Bruno Huber’s
Astrological Psychosynthesis as well as reflecting
on my own experience.
Once students have developed an
understanding of the three key components
of the ego with their harmonious and
discordant relationships that make us the
people we are, they are asked to complete a
checklist rating Sun, Moon and Saturn with
scores of 1-3 for house, sign, aspect and
position strength. They can also turn to
Regulus for advice, but the computer
program’s not infallible and I always require
students to argue their position. Sometimes
the outcome is obvious, for example, when
Sun is on the MC, Saturn on the IC, or
Moon angular across the horizontal axis.
Occasionally, the result can be revelatory, as
when someone who’s been steered towards
body building and practicality in early
upbringing uncovers an enterprising mind
with the ability to do well financially and
socially, or vice-versa. But if none of the
ego planets is well placed, figuring out
which one leads, or ought to be leading the
way is less straightforward, and if an early
life crisis has seriously wounded a facet of
the ego there’s no simplistic solution and
the task of reparation may be a long one. At
any particular time, we may need to give
greater attention to working with body,
mind or soul as we progress towards our
eventual goal of psychosynthesis.

In my experience as an adult, students of
astrology who’ve fancied their skills at
guessing Sun signs have opted for
Capricorn, a leading astrologer once
dubbed me a turn-type whispering Saturn
enigmatically in my ear, and various people
have assumed I was mother-dominated.
None of these judgements was accurate,
nor do I not think Saturn is my leading ego
planet although—or perhaps because—it
has the highest position in my chart, but a
wounded and vulnerable Sun in Cancer
needs a shelter under which to recuperate.

When, as a student of astrological
psychology I put my ego planets to the test,
Moon scored the highest number of points.
This was no great surprise to me because I
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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As a child I was brought up to revere the
mind, value education and appreciate
people of intellectual standing—all ninth
house castles in the air reflecting Sun square
South Node in Libra (not shown on the
chart) and intercepted Neptune in high
focus. My mother was in awe of my father’s
intellect while my father indulged in the
pleasures of a younger wife and a small
daughter — his little cover girl who would
set the world alight with her dazzling
intellect. This undifferentiated idyll started
to unravel when the age point came into
conjunction with Jupiter in my sixth year, as
my father fell ill, became less jovial and
more withdrawn, and died a few years later
before I was old enough to have an adult
conversation with him. I had no concept of
the ramifications of this legacy until, at the
age of 21, I underwent the crisis described
in Conjunction 68 (December 2017, pp. 4-12).
By then, the Sun—a reflective evening light
in the Moon’s sign—had suffered two
immensely emotional unacknowledged and
unworked through projections (my father
and the intellectual I fell in love with at age
21) and had lost confidence in its ability to
disentangle emotions and intellect. My
mother was the only trustworthy person
who understood my situation, and she was
disappointed in my average academic
performance. At that time, life required me
to acquire practical skills and earn an honest
living, which I did with the help of
pragmatic Saturn and, in due course, Saturn
and Uranus brought me to astrology. Then
I began to slowly rebuild my life. This was
an inner process guided by an intuitive
feeling Moon that would have to navigate a
tricky passage through many swamps.
Notwithstanding the authorised Huber view
that an intercepted ego planet close to the
balance point cannot be the strongest, it is
my contention that this well-connected
Moon is the driving force of my personality
—albeit behind the scenes — though I
acknowledge it has needed the support of
my mother whose Sun was 11° Aries and
my partner whose Sun is in exact
conjunction to my Moon at 8° Aries.
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According to Jung’s experiments with
synchronicity, the conjunction of Sun and
Moon offers the best chance of a lasting
relationship.
Nevertheless, few people would have
anticipated the longevity of my relationship
with Terry that began nearly 20 years ago
because our minds operate in different
ways. Our mutual attraction has a karmic
feel, as if we were destined for one another
despite periods of poor verbal
communication. Notably, Moon makes a
one-way linear trine to Pluto in Leo
conjunct Venus trine North Node in Aries
which squares the Sun, building a tenuous
connection between different aspect
configurations of ego planets in my chart. I
could leave it there but, with my
predisposition to find literary analogies for
important events, feelings and revelatory
thoughts, I started to reread some of D. H.
Lawrence’s short stories and turned to
Henry Seltzer’s book on Eris (referred to in
my article in CJ 65) where he draws
attention to Lawrence’s exact opposition
aspect between Jupiter and Eris as a key to
his glorification of “elements of fierce

D.H.Lawrence

natural process, over and above the
rationality of conditioned response and
normative thought as represented by the
bulk of human society” (p. 63).
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David Herbert Lawrence, b. 11 September 1885,
09.45, Eastwood, Notts, d. 2 March 1930
Eris 17°12 Pisces H5 exactly
opposite Jupiter at 16°54 Virgo
less than 2° from Sun 18°47 Virgo
House 11
Eris by Rodin

I ceased to be convinced by “the rationality
of conditioned response” when the adult
world I had envisaged collapsed in 1971,
but I have needed an eon to take back
projections and let go of many illusions.
The edgy Sun with its challenging and nervy
red and green aspects, mindful of its lack of
achievement, often tries too hard to make
the most of itself and misses its target. In
recent years it’s recovered morale with an
MA in Western Esotericism and publication
of a book, as well as learning to respond to
direct questions without the overcomplication that so irritates my partner,
while recognising that we live in an evolving
universe where nothing can be taken for
granted.

surrounding them, sometimes feeling
divided and often lacking any clear concept
of boundaries. In this article, I challenge
some assumptions around clear assessment
of ego planet strength and question our
lack of eng ag ement with recently
discovered dwarf planets that change the
macrocosmic landscape, but I applaud the
intricacy of our aspect-orb grid and the
pioneering learning triangles that encourage
dialogue, raise awareness, seek solutions and
are so specifically geared to individual
growth and progress towards
psychosynthesis.

Selzer writes, “if Eris represents natural
process within humankind, it also
represents the deep drive that emanates out
of the unconscious” (p. 67). Nowadays,
many people in our overpopulated world
tread a tight threshold between inner and
outer worlds and are over-sensitised to
correspondences in the ambience

Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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Linda Tinsley describes how a Retrograde Learning Triangle has
expanded her consciousness and developed her thinking abilities.
Uranus, which in turn squares my Libra
Moon. Although this can operate on
different levels, I have come to realise that
the object behind this figure is for me to
learn to think for myself; to develop my
mental faculties and to stretch my
consciousness. My Libra Moon was very
accommodating and easily influenced by
others, especially as I did not have a strong
sense of myself. I have come to the
conclusion that although we all have the
ability to think, this like all our faculties,
needs to be developed. A lot of folks, and I

My Large Learning Figure
Helped in Developing my
Mental Facilities
by Linda Tinsley
M y Re t r o g r a d e L e a n i n g
Triangle consists of Moon
t r i n e a Ve n u s / Ju p i t e r
conjunction that is quincunx

Linda Tinsley
11pm, 13th December 1949
Ormskirk, U.K.
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was one, just go along with the crowd in
what they are told, believing authorities
opinions. It is only when we to use our
mental ability that we begin to discern our
truth. Then our mental apparatus switches
on and the quest of our own truth and
beliefs begin.

APA BOOKSHOP

The red/blue aspects to the Moon sets of
the figure making it retrograde. Working in
a clockwise direction Moon trine Venus/
Jupiter that quincunx Uranus which makes
a square aspect back to my Moon.

On-line at www.astrologicalpsychology.org
books, booklets, CD’s, second-hand books
related to the Hubers and astrological
psychology 20% discount to APA members

I used the trine artistically by becoming a
florist. I have a flair for colour and texture
combinations and know what blends and
compliments. Venus/ Jupiter are in
Aquarius, which gave me an interest in
astrology, being in the 5th house it became a
hobby which I really enjoyed. However, to
study it in earnest the green quincunx came
i n t o p l a y a n d , o h b o y, h a s m y
consciousness been stretched!

Titles are ordered by emailing Linda directly.
Contact Linda Tinsley for a current catalogue.
70 Kensington Road, Southport, PR9 0RY tel:
+44(0)1704-544652
email: lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

My desire to study astrology became strong
and it was this that opened up my mental
faculties. Uranus was up there at the top of
my chart working to pull me out of a
limited and somewhat naive mindset.
Uranus challenged my Moon, its habits and
attitude, and adjustment had to be made to
Venus/ Jupiter’s fixed ideals and beliefs.
Uranus led me toward a higher reality and
to face my own truth. I have been able to
use the trine artistically but learning to use
it mentally has and is still a challenge. This
is one of my lifetime tasks, continual
learning, for which I am so grateful.

The APA website now includes a series of
pages on the full range of available
Astrological Psychology books:
astrologicalpsychology.org/books
This information is an expansion of that
which already existed on the HopeWell
website. In particular, where possible, a
review of each book is included. For any
questions or comments please contact .
Barry Hopewell

I am a slow learner for I need to go over
things many times as well as being hit over
the head before the lesson is learned.
Although I appreciate my dominant
learning figure, I do hope next time I will
have a direct one!
Astrology opened the door and added oil
to a very rusty mindset; I have however,
flexed my mental muscle and begun to
think for myself. One of the gifts of
astrology is to understand the object
behind the aspect pattern. With this
knowledge we can begin to work with its
intent.
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As Age Point conjuncts natal Mercury Wanda Smit reflects on the
influence of this planet in her life.
of an Italian stepfather in my life a few years
later introduced me to Italian.)

M e e t i n g
Mercury

In high school at the age of 13, when my
consciousness was sparked by Mercury, I
could study two further languages: German
and French. More enthusing energy came in
the form of a Mercury trine during my
second year at university - after the unease of
my first year when the vastness of knowledge
blew my mind. Now concepts were slowly
gelling, making connections that spread wider
and wider. I could also make
some sense of obscure writers
such as Kafka and Camus,
although I didn’t yet have the
maturity to understand them.

by Wanda Smit
I am at a stage in life
which I am enjoying
intensely, thanks to the
Hubers and their Age
Point Progression. As my Age Point will be
conjoining 5 planets as well as the North
Node over the next seven years, I
have much to look forward to,
always bearing in mind though
that meaning has to be lived
before it can be understood as
Jung believed.

A question that arose for me
whilst reading these authors is:
What underlies these words?
What is the subtext to the
text? It was the beginning of
my interest in psychology,
Ju n g i a n a n d A r ch e t y p a l
Psycholog y and later in
A str o l o gica l Psych o lo g y
which has certainly given me
additional insight into the
inner workings in writers.
Could my Mercury in the 12th
house of imagination be at
the bottom of this?

This year in October, my Age
Point was face to face with
Mercury which led to my thinking
about the influence this energy
has had on and in my life. To start
with, I’ll summarise Mercury’s
links to my consciousness as
described in my e-book One
Cosmic Day.

I first became aware of books just
before the age of two during the
AP/Mercury semi-sextile late
1952. My older sister was always
reading (which was of
course also an influence) so
Illustration of Mercury from Kathleen
I was delighted to discover, Burt’s Archetypes of the ZodiacIllustration D u r i n g t h e A P /
Mercury square in 1972,
in our living room, the first
of Mercury from Kathleen Burt’s
after I had completed
volume of a series of
Archetypes of the Zodiac
my BA degree, I was
children’s stories called The
studying at the School
Treasure Chest. Books would
of
Interpreters
in
Zurich.
Then I returned to
henceforth always be treasure chests to the
South Africa where I completed my MA,
Mercury in me who has, throughout my life,
writing the dissertation during the AP/
enjoyed their riches.
Mercury quincunx in 1976, all the while
longing for a more right-brain approach to
The AP/Mercury sextile late 1958 paved the
languages. My Mercury is after all in the 12th
way for me to move from the farm in South
house ruled by Neptune’s imagination and
Africa where I had grown up to the biggest
creativity. I then left the academic world and
city in the country where people spoke
entered that of advertising.
predominantly English. As my mother tongue
was Afrikaans, it was the beginning of my
Soon my 12 th -house Mercur y found
learning of other languages. (The appearance
Advertising too superficial, but I would work
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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as a copywriter for 25
The AP/Mercury
Wanda Smit
years because it paid well,
square in 2000 gave a
26 Feb 1951 at 7am
enabling me to travel
major boost to my
Wolmaransstad, South Africa
more and do courses in
thinking and coming
areas that interested me.
up with creative ideas.
The first course was
It was the most creative
psychology, but it was behaviour psychology,
period in my life, both as a copywriter and a
once again too left-brain for me. In my
writer. It was when I began writing my Memoir.
opinion psychology has to do with the psyche,
the soul, and can never be a ‘science’ in the
real sense of the word.
Then came the AP/Mercury opposition to my
consciousness in 1982 - in the form of a
brilliant psychologist with whom I had an
uneasy relationship. I feared expressing my
thoughts, because he would inevitably counter
them or dismiss them, which caused a
constant apprehension in me. But Mercury
fortunately soon took flight.
During the time of the Mercury quincunx in
1988, I was reading every book on Jungian
psychology I could find, researching the life of
a KhoiSan woman who was exhibited as a
freak in Europe, and writing a film script on
her life.
At the AP/Mercury trine in 1994, my journal
writing was flowing like mercury. When I now
read what I wrote then - 24 years ago – I can
see, in my mind’s eye, Mercury flitting in and
out of the pages.
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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In 2006, the time of the AP/Mercury sextile, I
started studying Astrological Psychology
which would give the Mercury in me so much
more: more learning and writing to do in the
years to come. At the Mercury semi-sextile in
2012, I became aware of the need to clear out
the bottom drawer of my desk and put all my
shorter writings over the years into One Cosmic
Day. But it was still not the heart-felt writing I
wanted to do.

so much beauty around me in Europe; there
was no reason why I shouldn’t be feeling
happy. Then I remembered the trine between
Mercury and the Moon in my chart. With the
Moon as my strongest ego planet (and the
surplus of water in my temperament) my
intense feelings have always been translated
into words by Mercury in the 12th house,
making conscious what I am feeling
subconsciously.

I always remembered the words of that antimy-Mercury psychologist during that difficult
AP/ Mercury opposition.
“Why don’t you write?” he had questioned me.
“Because I don’t feel I’ve mastered the
language.”
“That’s just an excuse. It’s because you fear your
writing will expose you, lay you bare.”
“What is there to expose?” I asked, thinking of
all the things I hadn’t revealed to him in our
short, arduous relationship.
“Your soul.”

My mind also flashed back to the AP/ Moon
conjunction in 1995 when I was 44 and
writing more than ever in my journals, trying
to make sense of the tsunami flooding me
with crashing waves of emotion.

Thirty-six years – or 180 degrees – later, at the
Mercury conjunction in October this year, I
exposed my soul in my self-published Memoir.
Coincidentally, I received the first copy the
same month. Due to possible libel issues, I had
to use a pen name and couldn’t be seen on the
cover. A great example of Mercury in the 12th
house! Of course, my book is dedicated

I will just have to see it through. At least
now it’s from Mercury’s point of view, not
the Moon’s. Perhaps in a few years, when
my consciousness has had its fill of Mars
and Venus at the last angle of the
Incomplete Stage Figure, Mercury will
finally be able to write The Play of my
Life.
O n l y t i m e, o r r a t h e r A g e Po i n t
Progression, will tell.

My Moon is in Scorpio in the 8th house of
paying one’s dues – in my case, emotional
dues - with Mercury constantly reminding my
heart what John Keats said: that suffering is
the vale of soul making, and what Helen
Keller said: that the only way out is through.

To Mercury.
For all the Flights to the Hidden World.

¤¤¤¤¤

Mercury and the Moon
Is it also coincidental that I was in Europe on
1 Oct where the inspiration for my Mercury
came from? I returned to South Africa, filled
with water – from all the soothing lakes in
Switzerland and the Adriatic in Italy which, at
the end of summer, is a silvery grey. Like
mercury coursing through my veins, filling
every cell of my being with sadness.
Back home, I spent weeks sitting on the
ground, weeding the lawn before the summer
rains, trying to get down to earth, wanting to
evaporate all the water in me with the harsh
African sun. I didn’t understand why my heart
wasn’t bursting with joy. After all, I had had a
great time, I had seen my lifelong friends and
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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Wolfhard König, one of the group of tutors with Bruno and Louise Huber
in Adliswil, looks at the Saturn stage of infant development, in
Part 3 of Astrology and Depth Psychology.

Astrology and Depth
Psychology, Part 3

children, with her partner, her professional life
and hobbies, etc…

by Wolfhard König

The next major development stage is the
second or psychic birth (M. Mahler). The
infant must leave the protected state of
symbiosis and its time in the ‘psychic womb’
comes to an end, thus distancing it from
paradise fantasies. This developmental stage
can be linked to the myth of being driven from
Paradise. If there is great frustration (e.g.
premature separation) in this Neptune – Moon
phase, it is experienced only as something
negative and unwelcome. The infant tries to
ignore it in an attempt to salvage the fantasy of

The end of the Paradise Fantasy

Translated by Heather
Ross
This article first appeared in
Astrolog in 2016
Depth Psychology – An Analysis of
the Development of the Human
Psyche
Serious astrology does not claim that our fate
lies in our stars; its role is actually to identify
particular aptitudes and potential. Depth
Psychological Astrology is used to explore in
detail various different basic personality
patterns that enable clients to discover and
develop their own interests, aptitudes, needs,
talents and potential.
The previous article focussed on the symbiosis
phase associated with the Moon, with our
desire for paradise, for fusion, for unity, for
security, for the most profound belonging. The
state of symbiosis corresponds to what Erich
Neumann calls the ‘mother-child unitary
reality’, what Szondi calls the ‘dual union’ or
Levy-Bruhl calls the ‘participation mystique’.
The common factor behind all these terms is
the infant’s experience of unity, undividedness
and lack of boundaries in the first year of life,
particularly in the first few months. However,
this experience of unity is unique to the infant;
the mother is (ideally) so devoted to the child
that she allows it to experience this state of
symbiosis. But for the individualised mother,
this experience of symbiosis can only be a
partial one as she is aware of her other life
outside the symbiosis: relationships with other
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a world and mother that are only good. There
is also an element of the myth of ‘eating from
the tree of knowledge’, or acquiring certain
knowledge. This essentially means knowledge
of the necessity of the first, major, conscious
separation and differentiation, between the I
and the you, interior and exterior, subject and
object.
This is accompanied by the loss of a ‘unitary
wo r l d ’ w i t h o u t b o u n d a r i e s, w i t h o u t
differentiation, without separation. All adults
probably still have a tendency to cling to this
primal unitary paradise and to not want to give
it up for another, still unknown developmental
stage outside ‘paradise’. We are constantly
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body, learns to differentiate what
belongs to this body and what is
outside it.
The discovery of its own skin as a
boundar y, a dividing line, is
important in this process.
Erich Neumann
(1905 –1960)
was a German –
Israeli
psychologist
and
psychoanalyst.
Neumann is
considered to
be the most
important and
above all the
most original
pupil of C. G.
Jung.

Margaret S.
Mahler
(1897 –
1985) was a
HungarianAmerican
paediatricia
n and
psychoanal
yst. She
conducted
pioneering
infant and
early years
research
work.

Paul Ricoeur
[sic] (1913 –
2005) was a
French
philosopher. He
studied in
Rennes and the
Sorbonne. His
philosophy was:
The ‘visible’ is
not necessarily
the important
thing./ What we
see is not
necessarily what
matters.

Heinz Kohut
(1913 – 1981 in
Vienna) was an
American
psychoanalyst.
He was the
founder of the
theory of Self
Psychology.

The mother does this only rarely though as she
knows how dependent her baby is and tries as
hard as possible to be present, to meet its
needs (chiefly proximity and food). But the
mother will naturally expect the growing infant
to learn to wait and to be apart from her. The
infant’s awareness gradually grows: the mother
is a somehow separate person, she can be very
near, almost unseparated, but she can also
move away and be separate. By extension, the
infant also realises the reality of its own
autonomy, and that it is a distinct, separate
person. Its own boundaries develop and it now
starts to learn to separate, withdraw, say no
(e.g. by shaking its head, crawling away, etc.).
These initial attempts to crawl and move away
always involve a little touch of Mars.

trying to reexperience this experience of unity in intense
love or mystical experience. So adult life does
at least allow us occasional ‘moments of
symbiosis’.

Saturn – The Reality Principle
Saturn is in charge of the next stages. It
embodies the reality principle, according to
which the notion of a pure and lasting paradise
must be recognised as being just a desire, a
pipe dream. Separation, differentiation,
boundaries are Saturnine terms associated with
further development in the stage of psychic
birth.

The Boundary-building Process
The process of psychic birth, the birth of the
self, is essentially complete when the infant has
constructed its own stable self-boundary. The
child is then born as its own subject, its own
self – the process of individuation has cleared
the first key obstacle and the development of
the identity can begin. Boundary is a typical
Saturnine term and the development of a
personal, stable self-boundary is therefore a
process that falls within the domain of Saturn
in astrological terms. Saturn is concerned with
stable personality boundaries, not only their
construction but also their maintenance (for
example against all attempts to influence and

The infant begins to be increasingly aware of
separation, that the mother is a separate
person independent from him. There are not
only two bodies with boundaries (skin), but
also two minds, two selves, two objects that
need to evolve separately from each other. The
new-born does not yet have sense of self or
ego boundary with which to differentiate itself
from other subjects, which is indeed the prerequisite for baby’s (undifferentiated) unitary
experience. It gradually gets to know its own
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Through increasing development
of the perception and processing
abilities, the baby discovers more
and more about the world and
about reality. For example, it
discovers that the mother clearly
has her own, separate body; that
she can leave, taking her nursing
breast with her when she does so,
i.e. that separation is real.
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suggest that may undermine these boundaries).
The ‘birth of the self ’ (B. Bettelheim) is
therefore analogous to the boundary-building
process in modern evolutionary theory,
according to which the first single-celled
organisms were formed from the primal soup
of the early oceans by the construction of
protein/lipid membrane as cell boundaries.

as possible, i.e. well-balanced and ageappropriate, in line with the infant’s ability to
cope. In other words, cutting the (emotional)
umbilical cord should be a gradual process that
is enjoyable for the child. It is all about finding
the right balance. Wrapping the child in cotton
wool, i.e. trying to protect the child from
Saturn’s harsh realities and reinforcing its
paradise fantasies, inevitably leads to a fixation
in the symbiosis stage (a one-sided overvaluing of the Neptune-Moon position). Lack
of contact with reality, denial of reality, failure
to cope with reality, withdrawal into a dream
world and in the worst case, the development
of addictions (as replacement paradise) are the
result. However, at the other extreme, some of
my patients’ reports of the ‘cord-cutting
procedures’ they were subjected to (often
recommended to their mothers by their GP or
paediatrician in the 1950s), make my hair stand
on end. These range from the ‘cry it out’
strategy to feeding only every four hours,
whether the baby cries or not, to avoid
‘spoiling’ the child. The lack of care and
empathy felt by the baby, when it senses that
the mother has made no effort to prepare it
for reality with appropriate, manageable steps,
is seriously damaging (usually more visible in
the Neptune position than the Moon position).

Optimal Frustration
So what is the role of the Saturn mother in the
second birth? It is primarily to encourage this
boundary-building process and introduce it to
the child gradually, gently guiding the infant
away from symbiosis and merging fantasy
towards reality. Heinz Kohut has coined a term
for this that is as accurate and fitting as it is
evocative, and that is: ‘optimal frustration’.
That we are all born with this desire for
paradise and that it is common to all of us,
children and adults alike, is indicated by the
fact that all religions and mythologies always
feature the concept of paradise, or the land of
milk and honey, etc., at their beginning. In
many doctrines, paradise also appears at the
end of a life or story cycle.
We come into the world as desirous beings
(Ricoeur) and the concept of paradise
corresponds well to our most deeply-held
desire. For the infant in the symbiotic phase,
paradise would therefore consist of the
complete, lasting and undivided possession of
the mother, almost as a continuation of the
time in the womb. However, the infant is
confronted by the reality, for example, that the
mother has another child (or children), a
relationship with her husband and on top of
that her own interests. The infant must learn to
share with all of these.

Optimal frustration therefore means not
protecting the infant from reality or separation,
loneliness or parting, as the ability to cope with
these is essential to live a healthy adult life. The
mother should expose the infant to the
necessary frustration of the initially allencompassing paradise fantasy, while ensuring
that the ‘birth pains’ are not too traumatic.
These mistakes may all occur during the
process of the psychic birth. Firstly the mother
(also includes all those involved in the
mothering process) tries to keep the child in a
state of symbiosis, tied to her apron strings as
closely as possible out of the desire to retain a
primary state of togetherness and a feeling of
merging. Mothers who behave like this were
usually not able to detach from the symbiosis
experience themselves, and want to maintain
this fixation. The child will be spoilt and
mollycoddled, cocooned in a ‘paradise world’

Eating from the tree of knowledge
Frustration is the key to leaving the paradise
fantasy and gaining an awareness of reality.
Discovering reality (or eating from the tree of
knowledge) initially involves a sacrifice, the
renunciation of utopia, of pure desire, in other
words, frustration. The Saturn-mother’s role
now consists of harshly (as befits Saturn)
presenting this reality to the child, but at the
same time making this experience as pleasant
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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and protected from every intrusion by the
harsh realities of life.

lifetime of suffering and depression. Primary
acceptance is therefore a critical for the child’s
future. Every child is dependent for its
(emotional) survival on having a mother (or a
nurturing environment – Winnicott talks of
‘good enough environment’) that can love him
completely. It is not enough to just make sure
that a child goes through the process of
psychic birth, it must be guided through this
process with love and care. Are the external
and especially the internal (emotional) prerequisites in place? An unsuccessful second
birth means that the person only half-exists;
their real self remains undeveloped and their
chances of happiness and individuation are
slim.

Traumatic Frustration
The second possibility of fixation in symbiosis
arises from traumatic frustration, i.e. when the
child is forced to leave the ‘cosy world’
prematurely or too suddenly. This could be due
to the loss of the mother, e.g. her death or
prolonged absence due to illness (on the part
of either mother or child) or simply that the
mother is completely emotionally absorbed by
other serious issues. For example, the father is
suffering from a life-threatening illness, and
the child is consequently neglected right in the
middle of the impressionable symbiosis phase,
causing understandable frustration for the
child. The disappointed, neglected child is not
yet ready to leave the paradise. His needs have
not been met and he is therefore not yet ready
to become independent. He clings on to his
desire for symbiosis (unconsciously rather than
consciously), insisting to himself that he can
benefit from remaining in this state.
Sometimes a person clings his whole life long
to such a desire in a vain hope for restitution
or compensation (a patient described it to me
like this: ‘The world owes me something, God
owes me something’).

Anyone who has experience of therapeutic
work with such unwanted or very ambivalently
accepted children or adults will be familiar with
the bitter legacy of their early experience. They
were ‘born, as the law demanded’. However
unpopular it might be (particularly for the
Patriarchy), a ‘matriarchal’ basic fact is that a
man can force a woman to have a child, but
she cannot be forced to be a good mother, to
p r ov i d e t h e f u t u r e - c r i t i c a l ‘ p r i m a r y
motherliness’. If this is lacking, society must
ensure the provision of ‘good enough
mothering’.

Ambivalent Relationship
Another key cause of traumatisation is a lovehate, ambivalent or ambiguous relationship
with the mother. I.e. when the child was not
really wanted and the mother consciously or
unconsciously struggles to accept it. The newborn baby, still without boundaries, is highly
aware even of the mother’s unconscious
feelings and reacts to the way she relates to
him as a whole, whether expressed overtly or
covertly, consciously or unconsciously. The
unwanted or only half-wanted child is
therefore in no doubt about her ambivalence.
His primary self-worth is derived from being
loved and accepted. The only way the child can
cope when this is lacking is to conclude that it
is their fault and they are worthless. This is the
primary cause of self-doubt and feelings of
guilt (E. Neumann, 1963), and often lays the
foundation for a pathology that may cause a
Conjunction No.70, December 2018

The Second Birth
All the traumatising influences described above
prevent the child from being ready to leave the
state of symbiosis and branch out to interact
with reality. He therefore experiences the
second birth as being driven out of paradise,
like a forced punishment. A child satisfied in
symbiosis will be ready to loosen the close
bond with the mother and voluntarily take a
step out into the world on his own.
To the child with a symbiosis fixation (due to
frustration), the real world outside must seem a
frightening place. Hard work, the pain of
childbirth, etc.: an ‘evil’ reality indeed! This is,
in my opinion, the reason why Depth
Psychology has the perception of Saturn as
evil.
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a utopian fantasy. It is the Saturn-mother who
now starts to treat her child as a separate,
autonomous person and gradually starts to
expect reality-appropriate behaviour from the
child. Modern psychoanalysis calls her the
‘Separation Mother’. A child who has hitherto

The Demonisation of Saturn
It is therefore Saturn that drives the process of
differentiation, separation and difference that
enable new boundaries to be established and
expose the idea of an eternal paradise desire as
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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been highly frustrated and unhappy in the
symbiosis state will perceive this new mother
as the embodiment of evil, and deals with this
(to compensate) by creating a one-sided
idealised image of a uniquely good paradise
mother (‘Moon mother’), thus triggering a lifelong, eternal search for her (be it a wife or a
guru, in romance or religion…). However, the
devil is really Saturn, the reality principle that
we are all subject to and cannot avoid. For
even with our best efforts as a partner, friend
or lover, we are only human with limits
(Saturn) and not the all-fulfilling, all-restoring
‘great mother’ (Moon Mother) (E. Neumann).
Measured against this requirement, everyone
will fail and therefore become ‘evil’ and
d i s a p p o i n t i n g. S a t u r n c a n b e f o u n d
everywhere. Paradise can only be found by
literally retreating into a fantasy-world.
However, Saturn only appears to be evil from a
one-sided Neptune-Moon perspective, i.e.
from the perspective of a paradise fixation, or
the desperate desire to cling on to paradise.
This furious protest against being driven out
of paradise gives rise to the view of the
outside world, or reality, as evil.

she is his real mother, no longer the fantasy
mother of paradise. She is now a real mother,
just as the father interacts with the child as a
real, separate person. To this extent, Saturn
and the Sun embody the actual, real parental
figures, while the Moon embodies the child’s
fantasy world (particularly the desire for a
paradise mother or paradise environment).
It is the Moon that therefore allows
conclusions to be drawn about the mother and
her behaviour during the symbiosis phase from
the perspective of the child and its wishes.
However, the Saturn Mother leads the child
t owa r d s r e a l i t y, t owa r d s s e p a r a t i o n ,
independence, ego-boundaries, but also to
sacrifice and the possibility of going without.
It leads the child out of the (fantasised)
paradise into the real world. This psychic birth,
from fantasy into reality, is the unconditional,
indispensable pre-requisite to be able to cope
with the real world as an adult.
Remaining stuck in paradise fantasies and
having contempt for reality, particularly of the
material world (the disdainful dismissal of
‘matter’ is often found in esoteric circles, along
with fantasies about imminent future
developments that will somehow restore a kind
of paradise to earth) are the characteristics of
a failed second birth. However, the Saturn
mother provides the child with a real, stable,
reliable introduction to the grounding in
reality. The infant is no longer spoiled and
indulged, but receives the mother’s real
support now possibly as one child among
other siblings, her partner and the mother’s
own interests. This reality is a long way from
paradise, but all the more real for it! Further
development is only possible when this
grounding in reality is in place.

This point of view can be found in the Bible,
for example, and it forms the foundation for
the Western Judeo-Christian or so-called
patriarchal-monotheistic cultures
(E.Neumann). Neumann was the first to
rightly and logically point out that the
departure from (unconscious) paradise is
identical to the development of the
development of consciousness, the birth of
personal awareness, of individuation. A total
or partial refusal to leave paradise is also
therefore a denial of one’s own life, one’s own
development potential and an abdication of
responsibility. Leaving paradise is therefore an
act that allows the real emotional life to begin
and so is an extremely positive step. That our
mythology demonises it, is a symptom of
cultural neurosis that in astrology takes the
form of the demonisation of Saturn.

Example from my Practice
An example of what can happen to
relationships without this grounding was
recounted to me by a patient (in tears); she had
met what she thought was the most romantic,
fascinating man of her life (he had a Moon /
Neptune conjunction at the MC) – one
evening in a champagne bar in Schwabing
(nightclub district, Germany). It was an

The Saturn-Mother
But what form does the positive side of Saturn
take? When the child first interacts with the
Saturn Mother she is her own, separate person,
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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intoxicating experience and her child was
conceived that same night in the English
Garden (this is actually true), but three weeks
later the man was already celebrating with a
new girlfriend. The patient would not have
missed these three weeks of paradise for all
the world though, but the harsh reality was that
she had a hard time bringing up her child
without a father. A real relationship would not
have been so euphoric or narcissistic, but this
would have made it more lasting and
sustainable. Of course a real and happy
relationship requires both aspects; a successful
combination of paradise and reality.

required of every mother in the first year of
their child’s life should therefore be suitably
supported and freed of other duties by society
(as was usual practice in the older matriarchal
societies). A culture that does not recognise
this has not yet understood its own
psychological foundations.
So in conclusion, from a developmental
psychology point of view we have established
that motherhood involves two key roles. Firstly
the symbiosis role, where the mother provides
the baby with ‘total acceptance’, the ‘first
love’ (M. Balint). Then secondly the role of
guiding the infant towards reality, the ‘second
birth’ which prepares the child deal with the
real world. We therefore actually have two
m o t h e r s ( o r r a t h e r, t wo m o t h e r i n g
experiences): the symbiosis mother and the
reality mother.

Foundation of Basic Trust
One final word about the oft-mentioned
mother and her two critical, exhausting roles
described above. The symbiotic phase is
particularly draining for the mother, as she has
to give her all in an attempt to be completely
present for the child. The young women who
are exhausted in the evening, although they
have ‘only’ been looking after their baby are
often treated with complete incomprehension
by their husbands or partners, in Western
cultures anyway. This is actually one of the
most important human and social tasks;
creating the foundation of basic trust for a
new human being, which is essential for a
dignified, healthy adult life. A lack of this
foundation usually only leads to suffering,
ranging from severe psychosomatic illness to
addiction, etc.. This highlights the importance
of ‘good enough mothering’ for the well-being
of society, and it is sometimes shocking how
blatantly this task is taken for granted by the
patriarchy of all countries. With a little
knowledge of basic developmental psychology,
it is obvious how important this primary care
is. Any analyst who has ever tried to treat early
disorders (or basic disorders) will have seen
how reliving the symbiosis phase and its
disorders in a close relationship (in
transference and counter-transference) is quite
overwhelming, and they will have experienced
how unbelievably difficult and time-consuming
it is to allow the foundation of basic trust to
be created in therapy. They will then have deep
respect for this task as it represents and
recreates the symbiosis phase. The huge effort
Conjunction No.70, December 2018

In astrological terms, the symbiosis experience
of the child is reflected in the Moon and the
(initial) reality experience is reflected in Saturn.
In this context we can also talk about a Moon
mother and a Saturn mother, which allows this
contradiction to be resolved.

¤¤¤¤¤
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Reviews
Astrological Psychology:
The Huber Method

Review by Trish Crawford
(first appeared on the
APA Blog in 2017)

edited by Barry Hopewell

This new book is designed to
provide an alternative method
of studying astrological
psychology to the Diploma
Course in Astrological
Psychology, and is very closely
based upon it. It is divided into
eight chapters, each one covering the same material
as the eight Diploma Modules.

Astrological Psychology: The Huber Method edited by
Barry Hopewell is the ultimate book on astrological
psychology and the Huber Method and comes with
full colour illustrations.
Astrological
psychology was
researched and
developed by Swiss
a s t r o l o g e r /
psychologists Bruno
and Louise Huber,
working with Roberto
Assagioli, the founder
of the transpersonal
psychology known as
p s y ch o s y n t h e s i s.
Astrological charts are
used to assist in the
processes
of
p sych o lo gica l a n d
spiritual g rowth,
encompassing our
heredity, environment,
spirituality and links
with the cosmos. Thus are we made more whole −
both within ourselves, and in our integration with
the world and the universe.

For those who are unfamiliar with the Huber
teachings, it provides a comprehensive and
attractively presented overview. At the beginning
of each chapter is a summary presented in a box
format, of the intent and content of that chapter.
And at the end of each, is an exercise (based on the
assignments of the Diploma course), similarly
presented in a box, which asks students to relate
the knowledge acquired to the charts of others
they know, as well as themselves. Throughout the
book are numerous diagrams and charts in colour,
to illustrate the material.
The existence of an Index is a tremendous benefit,
both to new students, and to those Diploma
graduates who have already done the course.
Having the information all in one place in a book,
at one’s fingertips, under neat Chapter headings
and with ready reference to an Index, saves one
scrabbling through the old Diploma Manuals trying
to remember where that gem of information is
that you’re after!

Based on the Astrological Psychology Association’s
long-running Diploma Course in Astrological
Psychology, this book introduces all the main
features of astrological psychology, together with a
progressive set of exercises which will help you to
learn more about yourself and, if you so choose,
embark on the path towards helping others.

The exercises at the end of Chapter 8 are quite
new and refreshing. To those familiar with it, we no
longer have the grand ‘Nathan’ finale, but instead
an extra exercise on the chart of Sophie (presented
as consolidation exercises after every other
chapter). There is a further exercise designed to
focus on personal analysis and awareness, and what
has been learned in this respect from the course,
with some very useful pointers to consider.

With a comprehensive index, this also provides a
unique reference book to what is known as the
‘Huber Method’.

Overall, this book represents a wonderful tribute
and a legacy for future generations, of the Hubers’
teachings, and thanks to Richard Llewellyn for
making them available to the English-speaking
world in the first place.

Bruno Huber described this approach to
psychology through astrology as ‘gilt edged’, in that
he could diagnose within one or two sessions
psychological problems that would only become
clear after many hours of psychoanalysis.
Note that this is an A4 working book, rather than
the smaller format adopted for our other books.
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And many thanks are due also to the editorial team
for all their hard work in bringing this book to its
final fruition.
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Following Wanda Smit’s ‘Venus and Mars in Depth’ article review in
Conjunction 69, Caroline Adlestone reviews Goddesses in Older Women:
Archetypes in Women over Fifty
by Jean Shinoda Bolen.

Inspired and driven by the women’s movement
of the 1960’s and 70’s, a feminist outlook
couched in women’s history informs the book.
Bolen recognises the ageing woman as a font
of wisdom, vibrancy and creativity. Whether
she is embodying sensuality, earthy humour or
meditative stillness, the “juicy crone” is
envisaged as a force of wisdom, power and
passion. Bolen encourages us - her presumed
readership of women over fifty
(notwithstanding sympathetic male readers,
and younger women) - to recognise those
archetypes that may be moving within us at the
later stage of our lives.
In her Introduction, ‘How to be a Juicy Crone’,
and throughout the book, Bolen outlines how
the mature years of a woman’s life are a phase
when she can become more herself than ever
before. As a Jungian analyst Bolen recognises
the consciousness-raising possibilities of
identifying the goddess archetypes within us.
Bolen writes of archetypes as “sub
personalities” (p. xxii) Being conscious of “the
patterns and energies stirring can bring sources
of potentiality,” the archetypes exist “as
potentials in the psyche” (p. 203). In a similar
way in Astrological Psychology courses
students are encouraged to see subpersonalities in the horoscope as seeds that
have the potential to grow and flourish as
aspects of the personality or psyche. Bolen
writes, “Archetypes are like seeds that are in all
of us from the beginning. Depending on
circumstance and predisposition, some
become activated and others remain dormant.”
This reminds me of a lecture given by Richard
Llewellyn at an Astrological Association
conference (1991) entitled “How Does Your
Garden Grow?” (seminar transcript available
on the APA website) in which the potentiality
of our planets and sub-personalities are
likened to seeds which need to fall onto fertile
ground in order to grow healthily, or otherwise
they can, once recognised for their potential,
be nurtured into fruition in later life. In this
respect Bolen’s work on goddess archetypes
resonates with our premise of using astrology

Goddesss in Older Women:
Archetypes in Women over Fifty
by Jean Shinoda Bolen
Review by Caroline Adlestone
In Goddesses in Older Women: Archetypes in Women
over Fifty (New York, Harper Collins, 2001),
Jungian analyst Jean Shinoda Bolen revisits the
Greek goddesses of her earlier work Goddesses
in Everywoman (San Francisco, Harper & Row,
1984) in which she examines the archetypes
expressed through mythological gods and
goddesses.
In the main body of the text of Goddesses in
Older Women Bolen also introduces the ancient
goddess culture from various world-wide
traditions. Bolen’s perspective in this later work
is of how the goddess archetypes might
manifest in the psyche of a mature woman.
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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as a means of self-awareness and a key to
unlocking our potential.

Pluto. Hestia, the goddess of meditative
wisdom, is the still point, the centre of the
psyche, or the Self. Interestingly Hestia was the
only divinity of classical Greek mythology
without a persona. As the sacred centre of the
round hearth, Hestia represents the quality of
meditation. The Latin word for “hearth” is
focus, the inward focus of meditation that stills
the mind and dis-identifies from the mind,
body and emotions is one of the practices of
psychosynthesis. We could acknowledge the
central core of the Huber chart, the unfilled
circle at the centre of the chart, as
representative of the Self. When we find
ourselves at one of the Low Points in the
dynamic energy curve of the chart this brings
us closer to the central core and inward
towards this solitary and reflective Self.

Bolen marks the age of fifty, or postmenopause, as the third stage in life, Act III,
“the third trimester to be a time of personal
wholeness and integration” (page x). The three
phases of a woman’s life are marked as
“maiden”, “mother" and “crone”. The maiden
years up until about 25 years old are followed
by the mother or adult years lasting until
around the age of 50, at which time begin the
crone years for the next 25 years and beyond.
In terms of Astrological Psychology and Age
Point Progression, we could see the transition
from adult to crone occurring at around the
zenith of the “Conscious” hemisphere of the
birth chart, coming into fruition at the
Midheaven and into the Tenth, Eleventh and
Twelfth houses. The Saturn returns, first and
second, can also correspond to these
transitions in a woman’s life.

In Part 2 ‘She is More… than Wisdom’ Bolen
unleashes some of the more outrageous,
wrathful and bawdy goddesses of world
cultures, such as the Japanese goddess of
mirth and dance, Uzume and the Greek
Bawdy Baubo. Baubo and Uzume through
laughter and dance would lift their skirts to
expose their vulvas. A crone lifting her skirt
reminded me of a flamenco dancer I saw
performing recently, who, well into her crone
years, with a flash of her skirts exposed her
buttocks. The consummate mastery of her art,
a Metis quality, exuded through her
commanding presence as she danced with
power and passion, for herself, not for men.

Bolen explores the nature of the various
goddess archetypes and invites us to question
whether there is some vitality and energy in
their images, qualities and stories for us at this
new stage of our lives. Active archetypes as
inspiration, she proposes, are deeper than
external expectations for who we are
becoming. And, in reference to John Grove’s
article earlier in this issue of Conjunction (p.4), it
is through meaning in these archetypes that
what Jung called the “Self ” can become more
manifest in our lives.

Other goddesses such as the ancient Egyptian
lion-headed Sekhmet, the lion-headed goddess
of transformative wrath exudes the power of a
protective lioness and has resonance, of
course, with the sign of Leo. Bolen shows how
the outrage evoked by Sekhmet can be a force
for protecting values and can bring about
change for the better. Similarly the Hindu
goddess Kali can express rage, for example
against an abuse of power. Lionhearted
women embody the fierce compassion of the
feminine towards effective action. Bolen also
explores the figure of the goddess of
compassion Kwan Yin and her Western
embodiment, the Virgin Mary, and Mary as the
goddess of the Christian Era, whose churches
were built upon ancient sites of goddess
worship.

The book is divided into 4 parts. In the first
part, ‘Her Name is Wisdom’, Bolen examines
each of the goddesses of wisdom, Metis,
Sophia, Hecate and Hestia in turn. From an
astrological perspective we can recognise
archetypes and patterns that resonate with
certain zodiacal signs and planets. For example,
the practical and intellectual goddess of
feminine wisdom, Metis, who creates harmony
though household order and excellence
through mastery of that which she does,
resonates with Virgoan qualities. The mystic
goddess Sophia has Neptunian and numinous
qualities of prayer, receptivity of spirit and
communion with the divine. Hecate the
goddess of major transitions, helps us to let go
of what is ready to die, and as a medium to the
underworld resonates with the depths of
Conjunction No.70, December 2018
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Bolen suggests engaging through meditation
with the goddess that is activated in us or by
imagining a dialogue with her. In the book she
provides written meditations to connect with
the different energies of the goddesses. This
engagement allows the wise woman archetypes
to become more conscious within us. She sees
this work of the psyche as engaging in a
process that will allow the goddess archetype
to return to our culture after thousands of
years of having been suppressed and
forgotten. Bolen cites Jung: “Archetypes are
like riverbeds, which dry up when the water
deserts them, but which it can find again at any
time. An archetype is like an old watercourse
along which the water of life flowed for
centuries, digging a deep channel for itself. The
longer it has flowed in this channel the more
likely it is that soon or later the water will
return to its old bed.”(Jung, Collected Works,
1964 cited in Goddesses p.5)

raising groups of the 1960’s and 70’s, the
“recovery” groups and support groups that
have changed our culture. This meeting of
peers resonates for me in terms of our own
astrological psychology groups. In earlier days
at APA we had Face to Face workshops and
other regional workshops and study groups,
which also had this quality of consciousraising. I, myself, used to enjoy enormously the
Cheshire study Group meetings, known as
“Full Moon meetings”, as we met on the Full
Moon in order to focus on the seed thought
from Alice Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology and the
meditations from Reflections & Meditations on the
Signs of the Zodiac by Louise Huber. The final
part of this book returns to political concerns
proposing social action and social
transformation. Bolen provides considerations
for creating women’s circles for women of age
to share their wisdom and to make a difference
to others.

In Part 3, of the book Bolen revisits in turn
the goddesses of her earlier work Goddesses in
Everywoman, Artemis, Athena, Hestia, Hera,
Demeter, Persephone and Aphrodite from the
perspective of the crone years and how the
archetypes may develop and manifest in this
later phase in life. For example, an
embodiment of the father’s daughter Athena,
who could be seen as a quite Capricornian
figure, and ruthless, may soften with age when
she recognises other qualities which open her
heart and re-connect her with the feminine.
Bolen likens this to a woman who has always
pursued a career path on men’s terms only to
hit a glass ceiling at a certain point in her life
and then to recognise that the feminists she
derided were “right all along”. Bolen provides
us with a way of observing our lives and the
archetypes that are active in our psyche
through her pertinent and sometimes searing
reflections of the roles played out in women’s
lives.

¤¤¤¤¤

In the final and fourth part of the book, Bolen
writes of the power of women’s circles, their
history, power and potential as sources of
wisdom and healing. “A circle of wise women
is an archetype in itself,” (p. 179) she writes.
She reminds us again of the consciousness-
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